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Abstract
Digital platforms can be modeled as ecosystems of four major participant types, each
of which can have an open or a closed role. This master’s thesis seeks to find a balance
between interests of two participant types: the customer and the operating system
owner. That balance is addressed through answering two main research questions,
first of which deals with customer freedoms and the second with operating system
owner business practices. This thesis is largely based on digital platform models
presented by Lin & Ye (2009) combined with platform openness categorization of
Eisenmann et al. (2009).

The research approach for answering the first main question of the study consists of
qualitative constructive design in information systems, including usability inspection
methods of heuristics and cognitive walkthrough evaluation. The approach for the
second main question includes analytical deliberation of operating system licensing
models and platform participant stakeholder dynamics.

The first result of the thesis is a constructed collection of mental models and
corresponding user interface elements called World Environment. It is modeled after
physical societal constructs which replace a traditional Desktop Environment. This
World Environment is used to mitigate complexity of customer interactions with
platform contributors: app developer, operating system owner and device maker. As
a result of the two usability inspection methods, World Environment can moderately
well enable the customer to install apps from a web browser and from 3rd party
app stores. This allows the customer more freedom regarding the app distribution
methods on a platform. World Environment is also used to mitigate complexity of the
customer configuring device maker software and installing an alternative operating
system. These two additional tasks are not fully examined but World Environment
appears as a potential solution for both.

The second result of the thesis is a business model for the operating system owner
of an open platform. Open platform monetization directly through the customer
in the form of a one-time personal fee or a subscription is enabled by proprietary
source-available software license. This could be implemented on SailfishOS with Qt
technology, which in most parts utilizes LGPL license that allows the separation of
open-source and proprietary source-available software.
Keywords open digital platform, app developer, operating system owner, device

maker, customer, open-source, proprietary source-available software
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Tiivistelmä
Digitaaliset alustat voidaan mallintaa neljän osallistujatyypin ekosysteeminä, joista
jokaisen rooli voi olla avoin tai suljettu. Tämä diplomityö pyrkii löytämään ta-
sapainon kahden osallistujatyypin välillä. Nämä osallistujatyypit ovat asiakas ja
käyttöjärjestelmän omistaja. Tasapaino yritetään saavuttaa kahden tutkimuskysy-
myksen vastauksien kautta. Niistä ensimmäinen käsittelee asiakkaan vapauksia ja
toinen käyttöjärjestelmän omistajan liiketoimintatapoja. Tämä diplomityö pohjautuu
suurelta osin Lin & Ye (2009) esittämiin malleihin alustoista yhdistettynä Eisenmann
et al. (2009) julkaisemiin alustojen avoimuuden kategorisointeihin.

Lähestymistapa ensimmäisen tutkimuskysymykseen ratkaisemiseen koostuu laa-
dullisesta konstruktiivisesta muotoilusta sisältäen heuristisen ja kognitiivisen läpi-
käymisen. Toisen tutkimuskysymyksen lähestymistapa sisältää käyttöjärjestelmän
lisensointimallien ja alustan sidosryhmien dynamiikan analyyttisen pohdinnan.

Ensimmäinen tulos on maailmaympäristöksi nimetty kokoelma mentaalisia malle-
ja ja niistä koostettuja käyttöliittymäelementtejä. Maailmaympäristö on mallinnettu
fyysisesten yhteiskuntarakenteiden pohjalta korvaamaan perinteinen työpöytäympä-
ristö. Tutkimuksen tuloksena voidaan todeta, että maailmaympäristön avulla asiakas
kykenee kohtalaisen hyvin asentamaan sovelluksia verkkoselaimen tai kolmansien
osapuolien sovelluskauppojen kautta. Tämä mahdollistaa asiakkaalle laajennetun va-
pauden valita alustalla sovelluslevitysmetodien väliltä. Maailmaympäristöä käytetään
myös helpottamaan asiakkaan tietokoneen laitekehittäjäohjelmiston konfigurointia
ja vaihtoehtoisen käyttöjärjestelmän asentamista. Näitä kahta lisätehtävää ei tutki-
ta perusteellisesti, mutta maailmaympäristö näyttäytyy potentiaalisena ratkaisuna
molempiin.

Toinen tulos on liiketoimintamalli avoimen alustan käyttöjärjestelmän omistajalle.
Avoimen alustan rahoitus suoraan asiakkaan kautta voidaan toteuttaa henkilökohtai-
sella kertamaksulla tai kestotilauksella käyttäen yksityisomistuksellisen saatavilla
olevan lähdekoodin lisenssiä. Tämä voitaisiin implementoida SailfishOS-pohjaisella
käyttöjärjestelmällä Qt-teknologiaa hyödyntäen. Qt-teknologia on suurelta osin
LGPL-lisensoitua, joten se mahdollistaa avoimen lähdekoodin ja yksityisomistukselli-
sen saatavilla olevan lähdekoodin ohjelmiston erottamisen toisistaan.
Avainsanat avoin digitaalinen alusta, sovelluskehittäjä, käyttöjärjestelmän omistaja,

laitevalmistaja, asiakas, avoin lähdekoodi, yksityisomistuksellinen
saatavilla oleva lähdekoodi
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1 Introduction: open digital platforms
The world is full of FOSS (free and open-source software) and OSS (open-source
software) projects ranging from photo editors, office suites, web browsers and code
development tools all the way to complete OSs (operating systems). This can be
seen on the directory of The Free Software Foundation (2022) with 16683 FOSS
app packages to date. The difference between these two approaches, FOSS and
OSS, comes down to the license determined by the owners of the code. In simple
terms, GPL (GNU Public License) is a copyleft one that ensures software freedom to
the derived works of the software while non-GPL ones don’t have such restrictions
(Krishnamurthy 2005). Free in this sense doesn’t necessarily mean free of charge but
the four software freedoms defined by The Free Software Foundation (2021):

“
0. The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose.

1. The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it does your
computing as you wish.

2. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others.

3. The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others.

”
Still, with all this choice most people keep on insisting using closed software

such as Microsoft Windows OS and Adobe Creative Suite apps. Windows has high
positive network effects through years of developers making tailored apps for the
platform and users learning specific workflows of the operating system. Desktop
Linux is a viable option for many but introduces hurdles in adoption such as lack of
some native professional apps, like the aforementioned Adobe Creative Suite, and the
usual use of command line interface which increase the costs of switching. A lot of
professional apps already have alternatives on Linux but require the user to adapt to
a new workflow. Let’s dive deeper into openness of digital platforms like Windows.

1.1 Digital platform
Many aspects of our lives nowadays depend on digital platforms facilitating economic
activity and innovation from app stores to social media. Digital platforms can be
defined through three main perspectives: technical, socio-technical and market-based
(Hein et al. 2020).

Digital platform in its technical definition is a collection of compatible stan-
dardized components, including hardware and software, used together to make and
run applications (Greenstein 1998, Bresnahan et al. 1996). Digital platform can
encompass the whole technology stack or part of it, most notably an OS and the
apps that run on top of it.
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Digital platform in its socio-technical definition is a collection of actors co-creating
applications or services integrated and governed by the platform owner (Hein et al.
2020). Digital platforms as this kind of economic organization include multitude
of actors in several roles connected in a network (Eisenmann et al. 2009). These
roles include demand-side users, supply-side users, platform providers and platform
sponsors.

Digital platform in its market-based definition is a business with certain multisided
market characteristics that produce potential positive and negative network effects
such as winner-take-all effect and chicken-and-egg problem (Hein et al. 2020).

Yet another way to look at a digital platform is as an ecosystem that melds
economic, business and social views into one paradigm. Inter-organizational depen-
dencies between platform sponsors and independent actors on the platform can be
economic and structural. (Hein et al. 2020)

1.2 Four major platform participants
Following a "food web" introduced by Lin & Ye (2009) we can identify four major
participants in digital platform ecosystems and their connections, shown on figure 1.
This web simulates food chains in ecology by replacing eating relationships with the
movement of money up a chain.

From the lowest level up, customer supports the ecosystem by three possible
means. First is paying a device maker to receive the hardware and possible pre-
installed software. Second is paying the OS owner directly to install their OS and
possible apps. Third is paying a 3rd party app developer for receiving apps to run
on the hardware. Device maker may either receive the OS free from the OS owner
or pay for it depending on the licensing model. The model can be tied to a fixed
fee per device or a percentage on overall sales revenue. App developer provides
new functionality for the customer while keeping the whole revenue or paying a
commission to the OS owner. OS owner provides the platform for devices to work
and apps to run on. The OS owner can decide if it monetizes customers through app
developers, device makers or directly. The latter three participants on the top row of
the figure 1 can also be called platform contributors. These are the app developer,
OS owner and device maker.
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Customer

Device 
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Figure 1: This picture presents the participants of a digital platform, adapted and
modified from Lin & Ye (2009). Possible revenue streams for the OS owner are
highlighted using dashed lines.

1.3 Closed and open platforms
Platform openness has been recently gaining a lot of attention (Benlian et al. 2015).
There are four types of openness to digital platforms which correspond to each
main role on the platform as seen on table 1. The names of these categories are
interchangeable with the definitions of platform participants in the figure 1.

Opennness of platform sponsor role relates to the availability and licensing model
of the intellectual property, most notably the source-code of the OS. Openness of
platform provider role is the ability to include a certain OS with their hardware.
Openness of supply-side user role is the ability to create and distribute apps on the
platform. Openness of demand-side user role is the ability to acquire hardware and
software of the platform with favorable terms. Each of these roles of individuals or
organizations in a platform can be opened or closed by the discretion of the platform
sponsors and the roles can have limitations such as a cost or conformance to technical
standards. (Eisenmann et al. 2009)
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Role ID macOS Windows ChromeOS Linux
Demand-Side User Customer Open Open Open Open
Supply-Side User App developer Semi-open Semi-open Semi-open Open
Platform Provider Device Maker Closed Open Open Open
Platform Sponsor OS Owner Closed Closed Closed Open

Table 1: Openness of common PC platforms as depicted by Eisenmann et al. (2009)
with additional platforms and updated policies for 2022. The table also includes IDs
used in this thesis.

1.4 macOS, Windows and ChromeOS vs Linux
I will now closer examine the distinction of openness between macOS, Windows,
ChromeOS and Linux introduced in the table above. macOS is a HSS (hybrid-source
software) product which utilizes some OSS, like the Darwin kernel. However, in order
to deploy macOS the closed parts are needed as well. This makes the OS owner role
closed as intellectual property is mostly proprietary. In addition, macOS has a closed
device maker role meaning that nobody but Apple can make devices that utilize
macOS. Apple is also increasingly locking down the app developer role, deviating
from the original table by Eisenmann et al. (2009). For now sideloading is allowed on
macOS through a discovery process by the user without guidance provided elsewhere
than searching the official Apple website for answers. When launching an executable
file on macOS, a dialog pops up to show that it can’t be run by the user if it is
not signed by Apple. This dialog doesn’t give the option to allow the running of
the executable or provide information how to do that. Instead, the user needs to
go into the settings app of the computer and its privacy tab where a new button
appears after failing to run an unsigned executable on the current session. Clicking
this appearing button allows the specific executable to be run. There is no overall
setting listed which would allow all unsigned executables to be run without separate
approval by the user for each one. This process leads to defining the macOS app
developer role as semi-open in 2022 versus 2009.

Windows is a HSS product which utilizes some OSS, like parts of FreeBSD. The
closed parts are not licensed to outside parties which leads to a closed OS owner
role. Microsoft is increasingly locking down the app developer role as well with the
introduction of dialogs warning of the danger of installing apps outside of Microsoft
Store and starting a program called Smart App Control. In short, Smart App Control
requires all apps to be signed by Microsoft under its rules but it can be disabled by
the user for now. These increase the friction to install apps outside of Microsoft’s
control and leads to a semi-open model in 2022 versus 2009 where most of the users
are likely to be afraid to sideload apps due to the warnings.

ChromeOS is a HSS product which utilizes some OSS, like parts of the Chromiu-
mOS. The closed parts are not licensed to outside parties which leads to a closed
OS owner role. Installing 3rd-party native apps is possible but requires the enabling
of developer mode on the computer which leads to a semi-open app developer role.
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On the other hand, Linux is open in relation to all roles. Linux would be better
for the customers than many other commercial alternatives because of many reasons
such as cost, security, stability, customizability, speed and software freedom to note
a few by Siever et al. (2005). Why haven’t Windows platform users switched to a
Linux-based one in bigger numbers on PCs? Even as some mainstream computer
manufacturers have offered a Linux OS as an option, the adoption curve has stayed
low at about 2% worldwide according to StatCounter (2022).

1.5 Aim of the study and research questions
The aim of this study is to find out whether there is an opportunity to come up
with UI and business model for introducing more platform openness on the market
of PCs. Currently PCs, tablets and smartphones are being locked-down to certain
restrictive and mostly closed platforms. Several studies have suggested breaking this
pattern by government involvement such as introducing an antitrust case or new
regulation (Kraemer & Feasey 2021, Borgogno & Colangelo 2022). The aim involves
researching a new market opportunity to disintermediate major players when DMA
(Digital Markets Act) will come into effect in 2014 which will demand certain level
of interoperability for designated gatekeepers. I am studying if innovation and its
intellectual property protection can be the solution in addition to regulation. The
approach taken here is to create a new Linux-based open digital platform for PCs by
modifying or building on top of an existing Linux distribution.

This study tries to answer two main questions in order to fulfill the aim described
above. These two main questions then divide into subquestions that deal with the
specifics of the topic.

RQ1: How to improve customer freedom to choose from digital platform
contributors?

RQ1.1: How to mitigate complexity of app distribution methods?

RQ1.2: How to mitigate complexity of configuring device maker software?

RQ1.3: How to mitigate complexity of installing an operating system?

RQ2: What are the characteristics of a business model for a company offer-
ing a Linux-based open digital platform that provides the identified
customer freedoms?

RQ2.1: Which current Linux distribution enables this business model and
can be used as a base for the platform?

RQ2.2: Which parties of the platform should the OS owner monetize and by
how much to keep a sustainable business?
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1.6 Scope of the thesis
In this study I will focus on one type of a Linux system often called "desktop" or
PC that refers to both laptop and desktop computers which utilize the traditional
desktop metaphor. Thus, I will not devote time analyzing the mobile or server
markets for example.
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2 Technology background

2.1 Linux kernel and GNU software
Linux is a kernel, a core of the operating system, that applications run on. However,
"Linux" often refers to the whole software environment with a Linux kernel as I will
do in this study. This environment includes a host of applications and software
components sometimes referred as GNU/Linux because of the prevalence of the Free
Software Foundation’s GNU project software complementing the kernel. (Siever et al.
2005).

Windowing systems like X construct windows on the screen that can be dragged
around and resized. Desktop environments however do a lot more than that and
provide such things as taskbars, menus, icons and control panels. (Brickner 2005)

Linux distribution is a ready-build installation package for a functional computing
environment (Siever et al. 2005). A distribution consists mainly of the following
components: system installer, package manager, pre-installed apps and libraries,
windowing system and DE. However, the term distribution can also refer to a subset
of these components like in the case of servers which might not need a windowing
system and DE.

Distribution project is an organization or community of software developers
who provide a Linux distribution installation package. Most often all of the OS
components are separate software projects and can, in some cases, be interchangeable.
Thus, a distribution project can release multiple installation packages with different
combinations of OS components as so-called blends, flavors, editions or spins of
the overall project. The packaging format is usually the only fixed component of a
distribution project, however, there are exceptions to this rule such as in the case of
partial .rpm format support on Debian through a 3rd-party app called Alien.

These distribution projects include hundreds, if not thousands, of different com-
mercial and non-commercial versions such as Debian, Fedora and Ubuntu. Distribu-
tion projects sometimes also offer additional services like hosted app repositories or
technical support.

2.2 Linux-based digital platform
A Linux-based digital platform consists of an OS and native apps that can be installed
and run on it without additional abstraction layers like a browser engine. As different
Linux distribution projects have different supported packaging formats for apps,
they are in most cases distinct digital platforms from the perspective of native app
development. In addition to packaging formats, the different native toolkits in DEs
can split a distribution project into separate digital platforms. For example, Debian
with GNOME which uses GTK (GNOME Toolkit) is a separate platform from
Debian with KDE that uses Qt (Q Toolkit) from native standpoint. Furthermore,
each supported ISA (instruction set architecture) like ARM and x86 needs its own
compiled binary program in the installable app package. These binary programs are
usually distributed as separate app packages for each ISA as in the case of .deb and
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.rpm formats. For closed-source apps, the developer of the app needs to compile the
program to each ISA.

2.3 Digital certificates and certificate authorities
There are two main types of digital certificates of interest to this study: domain-
validated certificate (DVC) and code-signing certificate (CSC). DVC allows to
download remote data and code that is to be executed inside a web browser with
the ability to trust that it is from the said source. CSC allows to open and execute
data and/or code outside a web browser.

DVC does not usually require data or code review as web apps are sandboxed by
default. Sandboxing, in the case of web browsers, means that the remote data and
code are downloaded in the local directory of the web browser and the downloaded
code is restricted from accessing or modifying data and code outside the web browser.
In some cases even different tabs in a web browser are sandboxed from each other
by starting them in separate processes so that they cannot interfere directly with
each other. However, the web browser can request or the user of the computer can
override themselves web browser sandboxing. This can happen for example when
accepting a downloaded data or code to be placed outside the web browser local
directory. When opening and running such unreviewed data or code outside the web
browser, the user is vulnerable to potential cyber attack. Recently, users have also
been able to install web apps to be shown alongside native ones. Even in this case,
the web app still runs inside a web browser sandbox when launched from a separate
icon.

CSC on the other hand always requires some form of data and/or code review by
automatic or manual means. The purpose of the certificate is to ensure the customer
of the absence of malicious data and/or code and this requires review. It needs to be
done because the data and/or code is opened and run by default outside a limited
web browser sandbox for performance gains, ease of use or specific functionality only
available outside such sandbox. However, in most modern OSs even native apps
run in some form of a sandbox to increase security by default in according to the
principle of least privilege. These native sandboxes are usually not as limiting as
the web browser ones and can request access to outside from the user similar to web
browser sandboxes.

A party holding a digital certificate signed by someone, including self-signing,
is called a CA (certificate authority). In this study I will call a party holding a
domain-validated certificate a web CA and one holding a code-signing certificate an
app CA. Having one does not exclude from owning the other and thus a web CA
can also be an app CA at the same time and vice versa.
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3 Literature review: conceptual and theoretical
background

3.1 Technical digital platforms
Digital platform at its lowest level is created using microprocessors, I/O devices and
memory components collectively called a hardware platform (Wolf 2012). Software
abstraction layers such as HAL (hardware abstraction layer) and drivers are created
on a hardware platform to make it easier to interface with low-level components.
An OS on top of them works as the first user-visible part of the technology stack.
These core software components are collectively called a software platform (Ferrari
& Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 1999). The codebase of the software platform can be
supplemented by modular services as applications (Hein et al. 2020). Applications
run on top of the OS and use all of the layers of the technology stack below and in
addition may utilize library routines created in-house or by others (Wolf 2012).

3.2 Free, open-source and source-available licenses
There are a lot of different free and/or open-source licenses publicly available for
developers to choose from for their projects as Lin et al. (2006) list 11 major ones
and their differences. Two competing ideologies form the basis for FOSS and OSS,
touched upon in the introduction of this study. For FOSS see reference (The Free
Software Foundation 2021) and for OSS reference (Open Source Initiative 2007).
Both of these ideologies include the ability to run the programs without a payment
to the developers which make them problematic from commercial perspective: users
might or might not end up paying. These two ideologies split licenses broadly
into three camps according to Widenius et al. (2014): strong copyleft(GPL), weak
copyleft(LGPL) and permissive. All of these three are non-proprietary by themselves
because a third-party cannot assume ownership of the code through the license
and as such, a payment cannot be required for use of the software. However weak
copyleft, with certain restrictions around linking, and permissive licenses can work
along proprietary licenses as well.

For these reasons there is a case for a third ideology: freedom to get the source
code while having no freedom to use the said source or its binary without an exclusive
permission including a potential payment. In academia this has come to be known
as proprietary source-available software (PSAS) (Kitcat 2004, Slack 2005). Still,
PSAS has no official definition provided by an organization like in the case of FOSS
(Free Software Foundation) and OSS (Open Source Initiative). It seems that for this
reason there is no industry standard license for it like GPL is for FOSS. However,
there are examples of PSAS licenses in use such as MS-RSL (Microsoft 2022). Source-
availability can be seen as a superset of proprietary and non-proprietary (FOSS,
OSS) software and that is why the term source-availability by itself can’t be used for
forming this ideology. PSAS doesn’t have all the benefits of FOSS/OSS but it still
has a subset of them including improved security, improved quality and potential
freedom from dependencies like a vendor lock-in (Kitcat 2004).
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3.3 Fully open platforms and their problems
By fully open, I mean openness relating to the roles of the platform, not necessarily
the availability of the source-code. The source-code can be publicly available while
the roles on the platform are still closed depending on the license. As Kraemer &
Feasey (2021) explain: "[i]n very open platforms, it is difficult to manage security,
quality of the complements and hence quality of user experience and integrity of the
platform. This drives down the average value of the platform for the consumers, and
the platform becomes too congested on the supply side. Hence this also reduces the
incentives of third party complementors to contribute to the platform. That is, a
paradox arises where complementors avoid the platform, precisely because it is too
open". They suggest instead that "[...] a medium degree of openness is often optimal
for innovation and investment, where platforms open up to outside complementors
(e.g. by allowing third party application developers on the platform), but yet remain
in control over access to the platform". These might explain why fully open Linux
distributions with their openness to all roles including the OS owner haven’t reached
a critical mass of adoption.

3.4 Linux distribution business
Perr et al. (2010) identifies seven business models for open-source: professional
services/consulting, support, subscription, dual licence, hybrid/proprietary exten-
sions, device and community source/consortia. However, dual licence from these
doesn’t work with GPL. Krishnamurthy (2005) adds the business model of selling a
distribution from a reputable source such as on a CD. Here I will focus on a couple
key models that suit best the aim of this thesis.

3.4.1 Selling a Linux distribution

Selling a Linux distribution is a complicated business proposition as GPL, used in
most components of the OS, states that the source-code must be made available to
download for free by users and allows them to redistribute it. This doesn’t exclude
asking for a payment to be made on download but it can’t be required. However,
the process of compiling the OS from source-code is tedious and requires skill and
knowledge. That’s why selling a ready-compiled installation package of an OS at a
reputable source could be a viable business model. This model still has a central
flaw as users and organizations are allowed to redistribute the same binary and thus
compete on an equal footing for this revenue effectively drawing down the price to
zero with almost infinite competition.

For example Jolla Ltd., the developer of Sailfish OS, tackles this problem by
using a LGPL-licensed application framework Qt and keeping the graphical shell
closed-source while most of the middleware Sailfish OS Core is open-source. The
less strict LGPL used in most of Qt allows the software that dynamically utilizes
its libraries to have a freely chosen license. Thus, Sailfish OS is HSS and inherits
the problems discussed in this study. A PSAS project can use the same technique
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as Jolla with the distinction of opening the whole software stack and demanding
payments for using the components that utilize the Qt libraries.

3.4.2 Taking commission on app distributor sales

One option is taking cue from mobile phone markets by building a trusted app
store that allows collecting a cut on app sales. However, this approach requires a
central point of control that goes against the openness of a platform, in particular
the openness of app developer role for the ability to develop and distribute software
on the platform with favorable terms. In order to create and maintain a trustable
app store, the OS owner needs to examine the apps for malware and bad practices
and provide a central hub for downloads that requires capital to keep up and running.
That is why the fees of access for app developers and/or customers to the app store
needs to be quite high and might not be able to be profitable as the sole source of
income.

3.5 The role of usability in Linux adoption
After 30 years of development, there still are issues preventing major adoption of
desktop Linux. Economides & Katsamakas (2006a) reveal three key painpoints for
Linux adoption: ease of use, application availability and driver issues. However,
Palix et al. (2011) point out that hardware abstraction layer and file system have
overtaken drivers as main sources of bugs in the Linux kernel.

In addition to the technical issues of the OS itself, education of Linux to average
users is lacking and preventing them from switching to it. The Linux Foundation
and popular Linux distribution providers like Red Hat have training and certification
programs towards professional users and some for beginners too. Large number of
these programs have a cost as they are one of the main ways the companies make
profit. Most of the free courses and tutorials seem to be aimed at developers, such
as running Linux on servers, and not to customers of desktop Linux. Also, formal
technical support is scarce according to Tong (2004).

One of the most pressing issues is the user-initiated installation of Linux on a
computer with an already pre-installed OS such as Windows. In order to do that, the
user needs to know the interruption key on the keyboard to divert from default boot
process, navigation in bootloader and how partitioning schemes work. In addition to
this, the bootloader is usually of low visual fidelity with restricted set of interaction
methods such as lacking mouse input. The user also needs to either disable secure
boot or create their own platform key to sign the OS with and insert the key into
the device maker software. In most cases this needs to be done only if the OS owner
hasn’t paid $99 to get their OS signed by Microsoft who already have a key exchange
key in the user’s computer. Microsoft might also decline to sign as in the case of
GPLv3-licensed software like the standard GRUB2 bootloader for Linux because it
requires authorization keys to be handed over to users. This problem is circumvented
by Fedora using differently licensed shim bootloader that can be signed by Microsoft
which in turn loads GRUB2 as explained by The Free Software Foundation (2012).
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4 Research approach, methods and process
The approach taken here can be described as qualitative constructive design in
information systems research. This is an analytical method instead of empirical one
and which involves "research that imagines and builds new things and describes and
explains these constructions" as defined by Koskinen et al. (2011). Design-science
research in information systems needs to meet seven guidelines brought forth by
Hevner et al. (2004).

4.1 Design-science research approach in information systems
These guidelines include coming up with an innovative and purposeful artifact which
is studied in the context of an important and relevant business problem. The artifact
must either be a construct, model, method or instantiation. The business case must
be currently unsolved and the artifact a proper tool to change the chosen phenomenon
such as acceptance of new technology in organizations. Guidelines also note the
choosing of proper evaluation techniques to be used in examining utility, quality
and efficacy of the artifact through metrics and possible data. The artifact is to
be evaluated also when integrated into the "technical infrastructure of the business
environment". Evaluation can be observational, analytical, experimental, testing
or descriptive and gives feedback to allow an iterative approach towards design.
Guidelines also demand contributions through effective research where the artifact,
foundations and/or methodologies can be verified. The artifact can apply existing
knowledge in different ways or as part of foundations broaden the knowledge base of
design-science. Evaluation methods can be improved and new evaluation metrics
introduced as part of contributing to methodologies. Guidelines also demand research
rigor in the construction and evaluation phases. These rigorous methods in design-
science research often include mathematical formalism instead of emphasizing data
collection and analysis which are more present in behavioral research. However, in the
case of human-machine problem-solving artifacts, behavioral theories and empirical
studies are also needed. Guidelines also note that design is a search process and
demand an iterative approach to reach desired goals while sticking to the immutable
laws of the chosen environment. Finally, guidelines include research communication to
both "technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences". For the former,
technical details must be visible to enable the implementation of the artifact as well
as possible repeatability of the research. For the management-oriented audiences,
the details must meet the criteria to evaluate if the organization or individual should
implement the artifact in question themselves or alternatively purchase it. (Hevner
et al. 2004) Below I will explain how these guidelines will be met in this study:

1. Design as an Artifact: The artifacts in question are new mental models for
a graphics-based user interface that aim to replace the traditional model of a
desktop metaphor which has files and folders resting on it and paper paradigm
for stackable open apps. The purpose is to replace it with metaphors more
suitable to handle increased complexity posed by modern use of computers
and help bridge the gap between abstract ideas and physical objects. These
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complexities can be divided into six levels: apps, app stores, ordinary accounts,
admin accounts, OSs and bootloader. First level includes making of app
installers, installation process of apps, dependencies of apps on 3rd-party
libraries, opening and closing apps, app windows where the content changes
dynamically without direct user input and navigating between views of an app.
Second level includes app stores and their rules on available apps. Third level
includes separation of apps, app stores and content from different users of the
same system with the ability to share such resources. Fourth level includes rules
that govern account priviledges and the available app stores. Fifth level includes
rules of the OS owner on all accounts. Sixth level includes changing device
settings, creating a platform key and self-signing OSs with it for secure boot,
creating partitions, installing OSs in these partitions and selecting between
available OSs on the device with possible portability of files and data between
them. Currently these levels are presented as abstract concepts that do not
correspond to the real-world desktop through the traditional metaphor. The
user does not have an intuitive sense of the rules that govern the behavior
of apps, app stores, ordinary accounts, admin accounts, OSs and bootloader
on the system. Each of these levels needs its own artifact, a mental model,
taken from the physical world. In order to solve these problems artifacts must
relate to each other in a nested structure where the rules set on a higher level
influence the behaviors on lower levels.

2. Problem Relevance: The relevant business problem is the need to diversify
the power structures present in the current PC ecosystems where most of
the benefits are reaped by the OS owner with onerous terms towards others
participating in the ecosystem. Customers’ freedoms and inter-organizational
competition are blocked by restricting 3rd-party app stores, hindering direct
installations of apps and preventing installation of another OS. The aim here
is to empower all the stakeholders in the PC ecosystem by opening the app
store model to outside competition and allowing OS multi-homing with easy
portability.

3. Design Evaluation: The chosen evaluation methods can be classified in two
main categories by Hevner et al. (2004): analytical and descriptive. This
study will not use observational, experimental or testing methods due to their
time-consuming nature where a computer program needs to be finished for
evaluation. In analytical category both architecture and optimization analysis
will be used. In descriptive category both informed argument and scenarios
will be used. Analytical will have higher prevalence in the evaluation due to
the suggestion by Hevner et al. (2004) that descriptive methods should be used
exclusively when other methods are not available. However, academia does
not have clear definitions for these evaluation methods in addition to short
descriptions by Hevner et al. (2004) that leave a lot of room for interpretation.
Thus, I will rely on other classifications for clearer definitions.
Another way to classify usability evaluation methods are by Nielsen (1994) in
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four categories: automatic, empirical, formal and informal. It seems that the
five categories by Hevner et al. (2004) can be included in these former four.
Observational, experimental and testing go under empirical methods while
analytical under formal and descriptive under informal.
In this study I will use formal and informal evaluation methods due to reasons
stated earlier. The informal can further be divided in seven subcategories ac-
cording to Nielsen (1994): heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthroughs, formal
usability inspections, pluralistic walkthroughs, feature inspection, consistency
inspection and standard inspection. From these I will use heuristic evaluation
and cognitive walkthroughs. I will exclude formal usability inspections and plu-
ralistic walkthroughs for the reason that they require more than one person in
the process, consistency inspection because it involves having multiple projects
and standard inspection as there is no standard for these new interfaces.
I will evaluate each mental model in a set separately and start from the most
informal evaluation methods to catch the most obvious design flaws first and
gradually move towards more formal methods as the design progresses. As
such, the order will be from heuristic evaluation to cognitive walkthrough.

4. Research Contributions: The main contribution is the artifact itself which
aims to apply existing knowledge from one context (physical environment) into
another (virtual environment) in a new way by the use of graphical metaphors
This allows people familiar with the former to recognize similar affordances and
rules present in the latter and plan actions based on their previous knowledge
and estimation of future consequences. No new foundations or methodologies
will be introduced.

5. Research Rigor: Mathematical formalism will be used in defining the rules
of the virtual game-like environment where the user operates. As the artifact
is to solve a human-machine interface problem, behavioral theories are needed
in this case.

6. Design as a Search Process: The preliminary evaluation is done in parallel
with multiple options generating alternative groups of artifacts. At the end of
this process they are more thoroughly evaluated using aforementioned methods.

7. Communication of Research: The communication focuses more on the
management-oriented audiences as the aim of the thesis is to convince indi-
viduals and organizations of the benefits of the new platform and motivate
platform switch.

4.2 Heuristic and cognitive walkthrough evaluation methods
Here I will go through the chosen evaluation methods mentioned above. Heuristic
evaluation is a straightforward process where an expert reviewer goes through a set of
heuristics for each design artifact, points out the current flaws in them and suggests
improvements (Nielsen & Mack 1994). Cognitive walkthrough can be divided into
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5 main steps. First is to define the inputs to the process which include targeted
user segment and explicit assumptions about them, sample tasks to be performed,
atomized sequences of actions to complete such tasks and a detailed description or
a working prototype of the interface design. Second step includes a gathering of
the evaluators to perform the remaining steps. However the method can also be
evaluated by a sole analyst. Third step includes going through the atomized actions,
in sequential order, of each task while the evaluator describes a story of an imagined
representative target user’s interaction with the design artifacts. The evaluator
imagines and describes what the user might try to do and why before completing
the right action in the task sequence and if the feedback provided is sufficient for the
user to know that progress is being made towards the right task. These descriptions
include answering four questions:

“
- Will the user try to achieve right effect?

- Will the user notice that the correct action is available?

- Will the user associate the correct action with the effect that user is trying to
achieve?

- If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is being made
towards solution of the task?

”
In a positive outcome, the imagined user’s intentions will cause the user to

complete the right action in the sequence. Fourth step includes recording important
information such as what the user has to know prior to first completion of the task
and what the user should learn during it. Any discovered side issues and proposed
changes should also be documented as well as include the possible credible success
stories along user assumptions. Fifth step is to fix the found problems but be wary
that cognitive walktroughs push design towards easy learning as opposed to enhanced
productivity. (Nielsen & Mack 1994)
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5 Construction and experimenting the offering

5.1 Constructing visual mental models
Based on the description for the need of six levels of nested artifacts in the fourth
section, I’m starting the design construction process by suggesting a new post-WIMP
(Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer) paradigm from the lowest level up with alternatives
on each level. This process leads to a few groups of six linked mental models which I
will evaluate after construction.

5.1.1 Level 1: app

The lowest level concerns apps running on a computer. The desktop paper paradigm
presents source code, libraries and apps as paper files with written instructions on
them. However, source code, libraries and apps could also be represented as many
different kind of objects than paper. The only limiting factor is that the source
code, library and app objects need to be able to hold instructions and data in some
physical form. These instruction could be coded as patterns of different substances
on an object like the aforementioned graphite on a paper or as structural patterns
of the object itself. These objects include naturally-occuring physical embodiments
in the nature like atoms, molecules, elements, matter, DNA, flora or fauna and
human-made contraptions like buildings, tools or food. In order to function well
as a metaphor, the object and its behavior needs to be familiar to the user. Thus,
objects that are visible to the human eye and which are present in the day-to-day
life of users make effective metaphors. This limits the available metaphors from
nature and human-made objects to include only ones from millimeter-scale of matter
and above and which exhibit human-visible physical property change excluding for
example electricity and magnetism. Any phenomena in nature that constructs matter
like different rocks forming from Earth’s crust according to physical forces of their
environment, planting seeds to grow different kind of flowers on the basis of their
DNA or the applying of DNA instructions on the forming of cells of an animal could
be used as a graphical demonstration of developing an app. However, these natural
phenomena are slow processes that are not visible in daily life of users. On the other
hand, human-made constructs of matter include faster and more familiar processes
to the average user.

In the fourth section of this study I listed requirements that the source code,
libraries and apps metaphors need to have. First is the process of making the app
installer from source code. This could be visualised as turning the blueprint of a
building into a group of non-assembled 2.5D pieces with assembly drawings. Second
is the installation process of an app. This could be visualised as assembling the
pieces of the building together to form a whole 2.5D house. However, some apps
don’t require an installation process and thus the blueprint gets converted straight
into a fully-assembled building. Third is the dependence of an app on 3rd-party
dynamically-linked library. A collection of binary libraries can be visualised as a
single physical 2.5D library building holding blueprints for the missing pieces of
an app building. Fourth is the act of opening and closing apps. This could be
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visualised as entering and exiting a building with a virtual 2.5D character. Fifth is
the dynamically changing app window that defies how a paper works. This could be
visualised as the character and different 2.5D objects interacting inside a room of a
building. Sixth is the navigation inside an app. This could be visualised as entering
and exiting different rooms inside a building with a virtual character with each room
representing a different view inside an app.

5.1.2 Level 2: app store

The second level concerns app stores running on a computer. The desktop paper
paradigm presents app stores as the same paper files as in the case of apps. They just
simply hold other apps as their data. However, app stores could also be represented
as many different kind of objects than paper. The only limiting factor is that the
app store object needs to be able to hold its own instructions and data as well as
other source code, libraries and apps in some physical form. In the case of buildings
as apps, app stores could be visualised as 2.5D store buildings which house possibly
blueprints, non-assembled building pieces or fully-assembled buildings inside them
depending on the available form of an app.

In the fourth section of this study I listed a requirement that the app store
metaphor needs to have which is the ability to set rules that govern the available
apps. This could be visualised as a poster visible on the inner walls of the virtual
store.

5.1.3 Level 3: ordinary account

The third level concerns ordinary accounts available on the computer. The desktop
paper paradigm presents ordinary accounts as different folder structures in the
storage. However, ordinary accounts could also be represented as many different
kind of objects than folders. The only limiting factor is that the ordinary account
object needs to be able to hold apps, app stores and digital content.

In the fourth section of this study I listed requirements that the account metaphor
needs to have which are the separation of apps, app stores and content from different
users of the same system with the ability to share such resources. With the buildings
and stores metaphors this could be visualised as a 2.5D city that the user governs.
The city is made of a grid of apps in the form of buildings and stores. The user
can allow visitors to access certain rooms in certain buildings that house shareable
content or collaborate inside the buildings. Currently open apps can be visible as
buildings with an open door.

5.1.4 Level 4: admin account

The fourth level concerns admin accounts on the computer. The desktop paper
paradigm presents admin accounts the same way as ordinary accounts as different
folder structures in the storage. However, admin accounts could also be represented
as many different kind of objects than folders. The only limiting factor is that the
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admin account object needs to be able to hold apps, app stores and digital content
and rules on ordinary accounts.

In the fourth section of this study I listed requirements that the admin account
metaphor needs to have which are the rules that govern account priviledges and the
available app stores. This could be visualised as 2.5D capital cities as admin accounts.
The capital can have different governance methods depending on the admin accounts’
preferences that are applied to all accounts. The admin account can for example
be the employer of the ordinary account. The capital council consisting of admins
decide what the buildings are allowed to look like and what functionalities can be
provided by apps. Some admins might want to restrict stores to only offer free apps
while others are more privacy-focused and want only apps without ads.

5.1.5 Level 5: OS

The fifth level concerns OSs on the computer. The desktop paper paradigm presents
OSs as files and folders in the storage. However, OSs could also be represented as
many different kind of objects than files and folders. The only limiting factor is that
the OS object needs to be able to hold apps, app stores, digital content, ordinary
accounts and admin accounts.

In the fourth section of this study I listed requirements that the OS metaphor
needs to have which are the rules of the OS owner on all accounts. This could be
visualised as a 2.5D country that represents the OS owner that sets certain rules
upon all cities.

5.1.6 Level 6: bootloader

The sixth level concerns the bootloader on the computer. The desktop paper paradigm
presents bootloaders as files and folders in the storage. However, bootloaders could
also be represented as many different kind of objects than files and folders. The only
limiting factor is that the bootloader object needs to be have instructions on how to
locate storage partitions and load a selectable OS into memory.

In the fourth section of this study I listed requirements that the bootloader
metaphor needs to have which are changing device settings, creating a platform key
and self-signing OSs with it for secure boot, creating partitions, installing OSs in these
partitions and selecting between available OSs on the device with possible portability
of files and data between them. This could be visualised as creating a world with
a device maker island as international territory ruled by default by the computer
manufacturer housing world institutions that governs the use of the computer and
allows changing settings. These world institutions are shown as buildings of UEFI
apps that are accessible straight from the overworld view without entering a city
as separate users do not have separate device maker software configurations on the
same computer. However, the user can override the rule of the manufacturer on
the device maker island by creating and enrolling own platform key in the device
maker through UEFI apps. Platform key and key exchange keys can be visualised
as international documents, like a passport, issued by the world institution to allow
installation of new OSs and travel between them that are presented as separate
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islands in a 2.5D overworld view. Each island is a visual representation of device
maker software, internal secondary storage partition or attached external storage.
Users can also potentially bring some of their possessions with them between the
islands. The user can create islands as partitions in a world and then select the
country to establish on the island at the point of configuring the computer based on
their values that they seek to be reflected in their own city. This way the users get
to choose and see how free or protective their regime is.

5.1.7 First finished version of design construction

This above constructed set is called WE (World Environment) and works as starting
point of evaluation in this study. WE functions as an alternative to traditional DE
(Desktop Environment). WE consists of six aforementioned levels: buildings, stores,
cities, capitals, countries and a world. There is a patent pending, by me, for parts of
the WE.

5.2 Additional visual elements of World Environment
In this part I will cover basic additional elements of WE that are visible on each
level of metaphors.

5.2.1 Character

A 2.5D character follows the cursor of the user and visibly performs the tasks that
traditionally are indicated by changing the appearance of the cursor. This way the
character gains exercise such as leg muscles on steps or arm muscles on pushing
buttons. These tasks include for example text selection and drag-and-drop. The
character can also give hints of possible actions by moving its hands to gesture a
button press for example. The cursor hovers over all content which means it can
cross over the boundaries of a room while the character needs to go around or jump
over obstacles.

5.2.2 Speech bubble

The command-line interface can be made to look like a speech bubble that pops up
from the character. This way it’s always accessible through the appearing right-click
context menu in front of the character.

5.2.3 Thought bubble

To complement command-line interface, the character can also have a thought bubble
that shows a zoomed-in graphical view of the current surroundings such as a pull
down menu when clicking on a menu bar entry.
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5.3 Heuristics usability evaluation of World Environment
I will demonstrate the inner workings of each metaphor in depth with illustrations
and evaluate their usability. Evaluation will be done in six categories.

Figure 2: Traditional window elements by Shmuel Csaba Otto Traian, CC BY-SA
3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=28861125
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Figure 3: New WIMP-paradigm with a room instead of a window

Figure 4: Doors to other rooms in the app hierarchy
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5.3.1 Building metaphor

Each room inside a building is its own traditional window view of an app as can
be seen on 3. The wall facing the entrance is the traditional title bar of a window
and the floor in front of it the window content. The traditional menu bar can be
represented as buttons on the back or side wall that the character can push to reveal
a list of entries which appear on the floor in front of the wall. The context menu
appears the same way in front of the character. The scrollbars are represented as
treadmills/conveyor belts with the handle as a stopper.

The navigation bar of an app is represented as doors on the back, side or front
walls that each lead to a different room in the hierarchy as can be seen on 4. This
way each view of the app has its own room inside the building. The user can only
see one room of the building at a time. To go back in the hierarchy, the user simply
clicks the door leading back to the previous room. I will do a heuristic evaluation of
the artifact according to Nielsen & Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: For most system status cases in the building
level, visibility is handled by the nearly real-time movement or speech of the
character. However, there remains multiple corner cases where system status
is not visible. First, the opening of an app as entering a building does not
currently show progress if it takes a longer time. This could be improved by
showing the character walking through a hallway inside the building leading to
the first room. Movement between rooms of a building could show a similar
hallway if longer loading times are needed. Second, as the building can have
remote content inside, the internet connection can malfunction and the user
needs to wait for content to appear. This could be solved by showing an
animation where the remote content is flown from a cloud through the sky in
an airplane on top of the building and dropped to its place. However, seeing
this animation each time and concurrently with multiple downloads can be
visually distracting. So, the animation could be visible only if the user’s mouse
hovers over the certain cloud of the server in the sky. The distance of the
plane to the target drop-point shows the progress left to download the remote
content.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on building level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar in the daily life of users in the context of their
own home, office and shared public places.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care of
on the building level. First, by offering literal emergency exits in the building
to leave a room or the whole building for another even in the middle of a
user-initiated or background process taking place. On exit the unwanted view
can be frozen to its current state and saved for later use. However, undo and
redo are not natively supported by the metaphor itself. This could be solved by
the character working as a universal undo and redo by revealing the steps to
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current state in the speech bubble with a list of commands. This improvement
works on all levels of WE.

4. Consistency and standards: The building level breaks some of desktop
interface platform conventions while still adhering to most. First, the interface
includes a secondary cursor as a character in addition to the mouse cursor.
Second, context menu is shown as a speech bubble originating from the character
instead of a pop-up view from the mouse cursor. Third, pull down menu is
shown as a thought bubble originating from the character instead of a pop-up
view from the menu entry. Fourth, status bar includes an additional element
which is a hallway back in the hierarchy of the app and eventually exit from
the building. However, these four breaks of desktop interface standards are
justified differences in this design towards a more physically intuitive interface
and are present and consistent on all levels of WE. The introduction of these
four breaks could be improved by adding an interactive tutorial that the user
goes through on first use.

5. Error prevention: The building level in its current iteration does not take
into account error prevention. First, the focus area is not always very noticeable
by the user and can lead to entering information on the wrong input field. This
could be improved by the character sticking to the current focus area when there
is one instead of the mouse cursor. This way the character could replace the
use of a separate text cursor or dashed/accent-colored focus area encirclement.
The character could also better notify the user of the introduction of focus by
diverting from the path of the mouse cursor. The character movement from
the mouse to the focus area directs the attention of the user better than an
appearing blinking text cursor. This works on all levels of WE. Second, a
confirmation pop-up window is not natively supported by the metaphor. This
could be improved by showing such pop-up window as a small model-sized
toy building inside the currently open room. This toy building can then be
automatically opened which reveals a zoomed-in view of the room inside the
toy building in the thought bubble of the character.

6. Recognition rather than recall: The building level utilizes recognition well
in its current iteration. However, remembering the path through the different
rooms of a building can lead to a higher memory load for the user. This
could be improved by the ability to show the whole hierarchy of the building
as a zoomed-out view that displays multiple rooms at the same time. This
improvement works also on store level of WE.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: The building level provides accelerators
to the expert users through easily accessible command-line interface in the
context menu speech bubble. This works on all levels of WE.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: As with traditional DE, WE on building
level does not display irrevelant information that is rarely needed by default but
still allows the user to discover additional information through menus. First,
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room structure should be visually distinctive from the room content. This
could be improved by automatically coloring the room walls with an opposite
color to the room contents to create high contrast or letting the app developer
choose the color themselves. Other alternative is to apply a texture pattern
on the room walls different from the room floor. This works also on the store
level.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: The current
iteration on building level does not take into account error messages and
recovery from them. First, error messages can appear anywhere in the room so
it is hard for the user to notice them. This could be improved by collecting
error messages into one place that is the speech bubble of the character and
the character visibly moving and pointing to the area of the page where errors
are discovered. Second, the system does not show solutions to errors. This
could be improved by adding suggestions to the speech command-line interface
to be shown below the line of the current speech entry inside the speech bubble.
This works on all levels of WE.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of building level. First, documentation is not available for the
use of different elements inside a room like a scroll bar. This could be improved
by adding a hidden poster or instructional animation to each element that is
only visible in the thought bubble that appears on secondary mouse-click on
the element. Second, documentation is not provided for contextual help for a
specific room. This could be improved by adding a poster on the wall to each
room that is zoomed in inside a though bubble when clicked the way menu
entries work.

5.3.2 Store metaphor

As stressed in 3.3, digital platforms can be "too open" to attract users and as such
there is a need for some level of control for quality and security of complements.
Instead of resting this control on one entity, such as the OS owner, it can be spread
to multiple 3rd parties offering competing app stores.

Adding more than one app store increases complexity for the customer but benefits
them from competition between vendors. So, there is a need for a new type of UI
that helps the customer to choose an app store from multiple vendors. The easiest
way to teach the customer is to use an analogy from the familiar physical world of
commerce with a skeuomorphic interface. Each app store icon is a building that
houses installable apps as goods on the shelves. These goods are shown as blueprints
that the user can buy and build. I will do a heuristic evaluation of the artifact
according to Nielsen & Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: As with building level, the visibility of most
system status cases in the store level are handled by the nearly real-time
movement or speech of the character. However, there remains multiple corner
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cases specific to stores where system status is not visible. First, the downloading
process of a building does not currently show progress if it takes a longer time.
This could be solved similar to building level by showing an animation where
the parts of the building are flown from a cloud through the sky in an airplane
into the store for the user to put them in their inventory. Instead of housing
blueprints, non-assembled parts or fully-assembled buildings the store could
just have photos and documents on the shelves to represent a building to be
downloaded and installed.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on store level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar in the daily life of users in the context of
shopping. However, most users might not be familiar with architecture and
building construction jargon such as the term blueprint. This could be solved
by having strongly skeuomorphic graphics attached to each term. This might
work as large number of users have seen different architecture, building parts
and construction tools in their physical environment. They should be able to
draw the conclusions of an object’s use from visual medium without knowing
the specific term.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care of
on the store level. First, by offering literal emergency exits in the store to leave
a room or the whole store for another even in the middle of a user-initiated or
background process taking place. Undo and redo were discussed on building
level of WE.

4. Consistency and standards: Four justified breaks of desktop interface plat-
form standards were discussed on building level.

5. Error prevention: Focus and pop-up confirmation window were discussed in
building level of WE.

6. Recognition rather than recall: Discussed in building level of WE.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: Accelerators were discussed on building
level.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: Separation of room structure and room
content was discussed on building level.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: Error messages
and recovery from them were discussed on building level.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of store level besides the rules of the store on the wall. First,
documentation is not available for the buying process of an app. This could be
solved by showing a cash register at the entrance of the store that shows an
animation of the buying process on mouse click in the thought bubble of the
character.
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Figure 5: Overview of the open apps and taskbar map

Figure 6: Overview of a city
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Figure 7: Overworld as the map between UEFI and OSs

5.3.3 City metaphor

The traditional desktop is replaced by a map of a virtual city comprising rows of
streets with buildings on them. Each building is either a native or a web app. To
manifest an installed web app, the app features a two-story building and has the
ground floor branded by the user’s default web browser logo while the upper floor by
the website favicon. Each row has its own street sign at the left edge of the street
reaching above the first building. The width of the buildings and their margin are
matched with the screen size in a way that shows the building on the right edge of
the screen to be halfway visible to denote more content outside the current view.

The traditional taskbar is replaced by a slice of the map of the city-view which
shows open apps as buildings next to each other as can be seen on figure 5 called
home street from now on in this study.

To open multiple traditional windows at the same time, the two buildings get
connected to sit side-by-side on the home street. Buildings are connected through
hallways which allow the character to move between them following the cursor.
Traditional overlapping windows are achieved by automatically replacing the hallway
with a staircase between two rooms which are on top of each other.

The row on the screen under a numbered street sign is populated with closed
buildings selected by the user. A click on a building moves it to the home street and
removes it from the numbered street. Closing the building removes it from the home
street and moves it back to its previous location on the numbered street. The user
can also change the name of a numbered street to a word or a sentence of their own
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choosing and switch the order of the rows.
The row on the screen under a market street sign is populated with stores on

each block. I will do a heuristic evaluation of the artifact according to Nielsen &
Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: First, the installation process of a building in a
city does not currently show progress if it takes a longer time. Second, the city
does not show the internet connection status, notifications and other indicators
of current overall system status. This could be improved by adding a sky into
the top of the city-view. All communications to servers could be shown as an
airplane flying up or down from the clouds that represent content or apps being
sent or received. This way a notification appears as a new cloud in the sky.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on city level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar in the daily life of users in the context of urban
life and living under local city government. However, most users might not
be familiar with infrastructure and city construction jargon such as the term
zoning. This could be solved by having strongly skeuomorphic graphics attached
to each term. This might work as large number of users have seen different
infrastructure and city structure in their physical environment. They should
be able to draw the conclusions of an object’s use from visual medium without
knowing the specific term.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care of
on the city level. First, by offering exits to leave a city for another even in the
middle of a user-initiated or background process taking place. Undo and redo
were discussed on building level of WE.

4. Consistency and standards: Four justified breaks of desktop interface plat-
form standards were discussed on building level.

5. Error prevention: Focus discussed in building level of WE. First, city-
level confirmation pop-up window from a closed app is not currently natively
supported by the city metaphor. This could be improved by moving the closed
app in question into the open apps street at the bottom of the screen and
opening it automatically without the character. Second, city-level confirmation
pop-up window from other cities, capitals, countries or international territory
is not currently natively supported by the city metaphor such as a low-battery
dialog from the OS. This could be improved by showing a virtual cloud as
a notification being dropped from the sky and enlarged in the middle of the
screen as fog. The character walks through the fog that shows a building inside
of it which the character enters automatically.

6. Recognition rather than recall: The city level utilizes recognition well in
its curre´nt iteration. However, remembering the location of each building in
the vertically and horizontally scrollable city can lead to a higher memory load
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for the user. This could be improved by the ability to show the whole city as a
zoomed-out view. This improvement works also on capital level of WE.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: Accelerators were discussed on building
level.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: First, city structure like ground, grass
and street asphalt should be visually distinctive from the buildings. This could
be improved by automatically coloring the buildings with an opposite color to
the city structure to create high contrast or letting the user choose the color
themselves. Other alternative is to apply a texture pattern on the city structure
different from the buildings. This works also on the capital level.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: Error messages
and recovery from them were discussed on building level.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of city level. First, documentation is not provided for the
installation process of a building or the rules of the city. This could be improved
by showing a city logo statue at the top of each city with a placard stating
city-level information and rules. This placard would show just the name of the
city with three dots underneath to signify that it can be opened in the thought
bubble of the character the same way as menu items in buildings.

5.3.4 Capital metaphor

A capital has extra buildings in comparison to virtual cities to govern the use of the
computer through settings in additional apps. I will do a heuristic evaluation of the
artifact according to Nielsen & Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: First, applying settings on specific ordinary
accounts does not provide visual feedback. This could be solved by zooming
out to the country-view where the admin account user can select a specific city
to alter.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on capital level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar from the school learning about the location of
their local institutions. However, capitals might not be visible in daily life of
users and most users might not be familiar with politics and local institution
jargon such as the term parliamentary house. This could be solved by linking
to remote content such as Wikipedia for the definition of the terms. Graphical
icons on this level are hard to convey meaning as the physical representation
varies greatly by real-world capitals.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care of
on the capital level. First, by offering exits to leave a capital for another even
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in the middle of a user-initiated or background process taking place. Undo and
redo were discussed on building level of WE.

4. Consistency and standards: Four justified breaks of desktop interface plat-
form standards were discussed on building level.

5. Error prevention: Focus was discussed on building level and confirmation
pop-up windows in city level.

6. Recognition rather than recall: Discussed in city level of WE.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: Accelerators were discussed on building
level.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: Separation of city structure and buildings
was discussed on city level.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: Error messages
and recovery from them were discussed on building level.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of capital level. First, documentation is not provided for the
availability of extra buildings. This could be improved by showing a capital logo
statue at the top of each capital with a placard stating capital-level information
and rules.

5.3.5 Country metaphor

A country includes one or more virtual capitals as can be seen on figure 7. I will do
a heuristic evaluation of the artifact according to Nielsen & Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: First, the creating process of an account does
not show progress if it takes a longer time. This could be solved by showing a
nature batch of a country being altered to accommodate a city. The user could
start to use the city already while some of the apps are being still installed.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on country level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar from the school learning about the governance
methods of their country like democracy. However, the country as a whole
where the user lives is not visible in their daily life and most users might not
be familiar with country governance jargon such as the term constitution. This
could be solved by linking to remote content such as Wikipedia for the definition
of the terms. Graphical icons on this level are hard to convey meaning as the
physical representation varies greatly by real-world countries.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care
of on the country level. First, by offering exits to leave a country for another.
Undo and redo were discussed on building level of WE.
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4. Consistency and standards: Four justified breaks of desktop interface plat-
form standards were discussed on building level.

5. Error prevention: Focus was discussed on building level. First, country-level
confirmation pop-up window from a city is not currently natively supported by
the country metaphor such as in the case of deleting an account. This could
be improved by a virtual cloud over the city with a skyscraper building being
risen in the middle of the cloud. Second, country-level confirmation pop-up
window from the country or international territory is not currently supported
by the country metaphor. This could work the same way as in city-level that a
cloud appears at the top of the screen in the sky as a notification and drops
below on the country as fog which has a new building inside of it.

6. Recognition rather than recall: The country level utilizes recognition well
in its current iteration. However, remembering the location of each user in the
vertically scrollable island can lead to a higher memory load for the user. This
could be improved by the ability to show the whole country as a zoomed-out
view.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: Accelerators were discussed on building
level.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: First, country structure like ground,
grass and street asphalt should be visually distinctive from the cities. This
could be improved by automatically coloring the cities with an opposite color
to the country structure to create high contrast or letting the user/OS owner
choose the color. Other alternative is to apply a texture pattern on the country
structure different from the cities.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: Error messages
and recovery from them were discussed on building level.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of country level. First, documentation is not provided for
the creation process of a virtual city inside a country. This could be improved
by showing a company logo statue at the top of each country with a placard
stating its information and rules in the overworld view.

5.3.6 World metaphor

The world includes one or more countries surrounded by sea as can be seen on figure
7. I will do a heuristic evaluation of the artifact according to Nielsen & Mack (1994).

1. Visibility of system status: First, the booting of a computer does not show
progress if it takes a longer time. This could be solved by showing the character
starting their journey in the device maker island and moving on a ship through
the sea and finding other islands at the end of the pre-booting process. Second,
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the creation process of a partition and installation process of an OS does not
show progress if it takes a longer time. This could be solved by showing a new
island appearing in the sea and being altered to accommodate a country.

2. Match between system and the real world: For the most part, the system
on world level speaks the user’s language as most interface elements, including
text and graphics, are familiar from the school learning about the world and
its international institutions like the United Nations and world’s geography
including continents and sea. However, the world as a whole where the user
lives is not visible in their daily life and most users might not be familiar with
international institution jargon such as the term human rights or the intricacies
of geology. This could be solved by linking to remote content such as Wikipedia
for the definition of the terms. Graphical icons on this level are hard to convey
meaning as the physical representation varies greatly by continents.

3. User control and freedom: User control and freedom are well taken care of
on the world level. First, by offering exit to leave any country to enter UEFI
or by leaving the world as shutting down the computer. Undo and redo were
discussed on building level of WE.

4. Consistency and standards: Four justified breaks of desktop interface plat-
form standards were discussed on building level. First, world level presents
device maker software as an entity to the user at boot in violation of desktop
interface standard where such entity is not shown on default. Introduction of
this first new break from standard could be improved by adding a text on first
use of computer explaining what upsides and downsides changing the ownership
of the computer by generating own keys has and provide a way to skip the
process. Second, world level presents storage partitions as entities to the user
on installation process of an OS while desktop interface standard usually hides
this complexity for single-boot systems. Introduction of this second new break
from standard could be improved by adding a text on first OS installation
process to explain partitioning schemes in the language of the user.

5. Error prevention: Focus was discussed on building level of WE. Confirmation
pop-up can work the same way as city-level except that the cloud appears over
the whole international territory as there are no cities.

6. Recognition rather than recall: The world level utilizes recognition well in
its current iteration. However, remembering the location of each country in
the horizontally scrollable world can lead to a higher memory load for the user.
This could be improved by the ability to show the whole world as a zoomed-out
view.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: Accelerators were discussed on building
level.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: First, international territory structure
like ground, grass and street asphalt should be visually distinctive from the
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buildings. This could be improved by automatically coloring the buildings with
an opposite color to the international territory structure to create high contrast
or letting the user/device maker choose the color. Second, the islands need
to be visually distinctive from the surrounding sea. This could be improved
by automatically coloring the island shores and sea with opposite colors to
create high contrast. Other alternative is to apply a texture pattern on the sea
different from the island shores.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: Error messages
and recovery from them were discussed on building level.

10. Help and documentation: Help or documentation is not provided in the
current iteration of country level. First, documentation is not provided for the
available UEFI apps and device maker software settings accessible during the
booting process. This could be improved in the same way as on the country
level by showing a manufacturer/user statue with a placard on the device maker
software island with instructions.

5.4 Cognitive walkthrough evaluation of World Environment
First step is to identify the inputs. In this study the target user will be people
who have used Microsoft Windows on their existing laptop computer. They are old
enough to have used Windows when its UI was still mostly skeuomorphic which was
the case before Windows 8 released in 2012. Thus, we will assume they were over
the age of 13 at the point that is the lowest age to create a Microsoft account. So in
conclusion, the user is now at least 23 years old in 2022. They have no experience on
configuring the boot process or installing an OS except for setting up a pre-installed
Windows OS on first boot. They have not installed any 3rd party software themselves
outside of an app store. They mainly have used Microsoft Edge web browser app for
their daily tasks but are also familiar with Microsoft Office suite and Windows File
Explorer. They have also installed at least one app from Microsoft Store. They are
subscribed to a streaming service such as Spotify or Netflix and have browsed its
content catalog. They have no previous knowledge or experience on desktop interface
Linux except the assumption that it is hard to use. The user also has an Android
phone and is familiar with it. They have heard about cloud computing and use the
term in their vocabulary to mean a remote computer managed by an organization.

The task inputs will be presented below with sequential actions indented after
each task. Each task only shows the actions involved in the minimal or full Linux
OS and does not take into account manufacturer-dependent device maker software
controls currently present like the specific boot process interrupt key. However, these
steps are mentioned briefly in parenthesis. For the purposes of this thesis, these parts
are out of the control of the OS owner and the specifics vary from device to device.

1. Installation of a 3rd party app as an online download from a pre-installed web
browser app and placing it in the city.
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– Find a web browser app building in a city and click on it so that it gets
moved to the home street at the bottom of the screen and the building
view opens. On entering the building, focus is automatically set to the
address bar at the top of the room and thus the character moves from the
mouse cursor to the address bar.

– Type in an web address and the room gets populated with the elements
of the website and a cloud appears in the sky to denote that a connection
is made outside the city.

– Click button labeled "Download object" and a pop-up appears to confirm
the download.

– Click button labeled "Download" and an airplane appears on top of the
cloud and moves towards user’s home and drops the object on it and
disappears.

– Click on home app to open two apps simultaneously on the screen
– Find downloaded object in the room and double-click it. A pop-up appears

to confirm the installation of the app.
– Enter password on a field underneath the title labeled "Write city password

to install this building called [name] from [website]. The website is verified
by [name of the root authority behind the enrolled public key] but the
building has not been reviewed". In most cases the root authority is the
OS owner except for CAs added by a 3rd party app like the web browser
or the users of the computer directly. This is followed by a text of the
current rule set on the city with the default being "The city has a rule not
to install buildings that have not been reviewed set by [OS owner/account
name]".

– Click "Override [OS owner/account name] rule and install" on the pop-up
and it disappears. All currently open apps get automatically minimized
and the character picks up and holds the installable object in its hands.

– Move mouse cursor over a place in the city where you want the building
to be installed. The character follows the mouse cursor with the object
in its hands and each available place for the building gets highlighted on
hover by a dashed outline of the new building.

– Click on a free space in the city. The character drops the object from its
hands and it will start to get built by appearing construction machines.
At the same time, the minimized app building views will get opened again
and placed back to their original locations.

– Open the newly installed app by double-clicking on it and it opens without
a pop-up

2. Installation of a free 3rd party app from the default 1st party app store.

– Find the store building in the city and double-click on it.
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– Move mouse cursor on a certain aisle under a sign stating the category.
Hover over an image of a 3rd party building on the shelf with three dots on
it denoting that a thought bubble can reveal more information. Click on
the image. The thought bubble of the character appears with information
about the app including a text label "Trusted by [app CA]".

– Click button labeled "Install". The thought bubble closes and an airplane
appears from the cloud of the store, flies over the app store and drops
the installable object on the hands of the character. After that all cur-
rently open apps get automatically minimized and the character holds the
installable object in its hands in the city.

– (Three last actions are the same as in task 3)

3. Selecting a category of available app stores, entering a new app store with
sign-up and installing an app from it

– Find the market street in the city and click on the sign of the street at
the start of it with three dots under the name that signifies more viewable
information. The character’s thought bubble opens as a view of the street
sign with a generic category "all" at the top as default and selectable
categories below it.

– Click on a category to select it. The thought bubble closes and the market
street sign changes name to the new category. The buildings on the street
shift to show only the ones belonging to that category.

– Move mouse cursor over an app store and click on the store to enter it.
The store will be removed from the market street, moved to the home
street and other stores that were around it will move to fill in the empty
street block. The store shelfs are empty because the store is behind a
sign-up wall. A pop-up appears with sign-up/login webpage.

– (Next action depends on the store sign-up/login method provided by the
app CA after which the pop-up disappears and shelves get populated with
app images. However, some app CAs will not allow access to their app
store through automated means and in that case such store is presented
as its original website)

– (Last actions are the same as all of task 4)

4. Generating and enrolling new secure boot platform and key exchange keys
using a minimal version of the Linux OS introduced in this study as an UEFI
app on the Windows laptop of the user. Signing previously pre-installed keys
with the user’s new key, adding the minimal Linux OS on the secure boot allow
list and enabling secure boot.

– (Power on the computer and hold boot process interrupt key.)
– (Disable secure boot by navigating the default UEFI app.)
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– (Select external boot device with the name of the minimal Linux OS to
start boot.)

– Click the pre-installed settings app building of the pre-boot island.
– Check public key hierarchy from a displayed graph under the title "Chain

of command". This graph should show manufacturer’s key as a name at
the top and potential other keys under it. There are also tables below the
graph labeled "Allow list" and "Deny list" side by side. Type in a name in
a text field under the title "Add a new owner of a digital world" on the
left side of the graph.

– Enter an optional password on a text field for the storage safety of the
generated private key.

– Click "Yes" underneath the two aforementioned text fields
– Re-check changed public key hierarchy from the displayed graph. This

graph should now show user’s key as a name at the top with previous top
key as under it and potential other keys that existed before. Each key has
an "X" on top of it to prevent signing the key. Clicking the "X" does not
remove it from the computer, only disables it by changing it gray. Click
button labeled "Apply" underneath the graph and the above changes are
made to sign other keys with the user’s platform key.

– A pop-up appears with the text "Add this currently open [minimal Linux
OS] to allow list? This allows it to run on this computer with secure boot
on". Click "Add to allow list" below the above text.

– The pop-up changes room automatically after the click and displays
another room with the text "Enable secure boot?". Click "Yes" and the
pop-up disappears.

– Exit the building by click on the entrance at the bottom with the text
"Exit"

5. Installation of the full version of the Linux OS introduced in this study on a
free partition in integrated storage of the Windows laptop as a dual-boot. This
includes creation of an admin account for the Linux OS.

– Wait through the minimal Linux OS boot sequence animation that shows
the character setting sail from the pre-boot island until Windows island
and free partition islands appear on the screen.

– Each island has a text title with the name of the storage device and its
partition and has a button labeled "Create country" if the partition is not
write-protected. Select the integrated storage free partition island that
you want to use and click on the aforementioned button.

– A pop-up appears with a text "Select the type of country to create" with
selection of installable OSs. Select the [full Linux OS] from a list.

– Click a button labeled "Yes" underneath the list and the pop-up disappears
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– Wait through the installation process animation with the country being
built.

– A pop-up appears that cannot be dismissed. Add the name and password
of the admin user on text fields under the title "Add a capital city" and
click on a button labeled "Yes".

– Wait as the capital city is being built as an animation
– Click on the finished capital city to open the admin account.
– A pop-up appears that has the name of the capital. Write password on a

text field.
– Click button labeled "Enter" under the password field.

5.4.1 Walkthrough of task 1: downloading and installing an app outside
a store

Story 1: First the user begins by looking around the screen for a familiar icon of Microsoft
Edge web browser that is not pre-installed. Second, the user checks the bottom
left corner of the screen for an OS owner icon button to browse all apps on
the computer. Third, the user goes through the screen one more time to find a
text defining an alternative web browser app and double-clicks the building
above it. The story is a failure of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because Edge is pre-installed on Windows and

has a shortcut set on the desktop by default.
∗ Second user step is done because clicking the Windows logo is the

usual starting point for Windows actions if an icon or a file is not
present on the desktop.

∗ Third user step is done last because reading text to find keywords is
tedious from a long list of pre-installed apps. Double-clicking an icon
is the default action to take to open an app on Windows. The user
might hesitate about double-clicking the building because it is not in
the usual shape of an app. The usual shape for most apps is a circle,
a square with potentially rounded corners or the outline of the logo
of the developer. A building in 2.5D top-down perspective occupies
mostly a rectangular area but gives cues on 3D shape using shading
of colors. The user does not intuitively associate virtual buildings
with apps but they have seen other objects used as an app icon like
a paper folder. However, after the first use, the user will make an
assumption and learn that all buildings visible on the screen are in
fact apps.

– Side issue: User’s preference to use Edge might lead them to installing
that app before continuing on the task. Also, the user might wonder why
the building switches its place to home street after opening it.
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– Solution: Move city statue to the left bottom corner and add documenta-
tion on the statue placard about the fact that all apps are accessible in
the city-view without opening menus.

Story 2: First the user looks for the borders of an opening window and its title bar with
the correct name to be sure that they are interacting with the right window.
Second, they look for the address bar inside the window title bar at the top.
However, the moving character caughts the user’s attention and diverts it to
the address bar on the floor of the room instead of the window title. Third, the
user looks for the blinking text cursor that has been replaced by the character
and moves mouse cursor to the address bar and clicks on it. Fourth, the user
types in the address and presses enter. Fifth, the user waits for feedback and
notices the appearing new cloud on the sky at the top of the screen while the
page loads. Sixth, users attention moves back down to the room as new content
appears on the floor. The story is a moderate success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because app windows on Windows have visible

borders and app title on the title bar.
∗ Second user step is done because address bar on Edge extends to the

title bar.
∗ Third user step is done because because text fields in native Windows

apps always have a blinking text cursor when they are active. The
user might correctly assume that the presence of the character on the
address bar indicates focus on it but has not seen such implementation
before. Thus, as the user is careful about their computer use without
specific industry expertise, they click on the address bar to make sure
it has focus.

∗ Fourth user step is done after just one mouse click on the address bar
because the user is sure it has focus now.

∗ Fifth and sixth user steps are done because appearing objects capture
attention easily.

– Solution: Keep focus indicator as it is because the user will learn that
the presence of the character on a text field means it has focus after one
click and this saves screen estate because a separate text cursor does not
need to be shown. Keep cloud indicator as it is because the user will learn
over time to associate it with remote content as they know the term cloud
computing.

Story 3: First the user reads through text to find the word "download" to download an
object from the webpage. Their attention fixates on that term and looks for a
possible button next to it. The user is not sure if the word itself is clickable
because flat design does not always give clues as 3D affordances on a clickable
item. Second, the user moves their mouse cursor over the text "download"
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but in this case flat design does not give additional clues such as changing its
properties on mouse hover. The user expects to see mouse cursor changing
into a hand with index finger pointing to the button. However, this is not
a requirement for native or web apps to implement and as such the user is
not sure if the mouse cursor will change in this case. The movement of the
character’s hand over the button as the user hovers it will always show the
familiar index finger and the user now expects this to indicate a button even
when the mouse cursor does not change. Third, the user clicks over the text to
start the download process. The story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because most OSs, native apps and websites

have traditionally used skeuomorphic buttons before introduction of
Windows 8 in 2012. The user is old enough to have used such older
versions and thus their mental model of a virtual button has been
trained to look for 3D cues and it will take a long time to unlearn
this reflex. Because these cues are not visible in this example, they
look for a separate button next to the text "download".

∗ Second user step is done because the user has been trained to hover
a button as in most cases that action changes the properties of a
button. The mouse cursor index finger icon and the character’s index
finger movement are so similar that the user assumes they mean the
same thing.

∗ Third user step is done because the user is almost certain that the
text is in fact clickable and does not need to verify that through other
means like reading through more of the text on the webpage.

Story 4: First, the user notices the pop-up appearing in the middle of the open building
view and looks for the button to confirm download at the bottom of the pop-up.
They do not read through the title or content text on the pop-up above the
buttons as the buttons include a clear "Download". Second, their attention is
grabbed by the appearing airplane and they assume this is associated with the
download process. The user follows the airplane moving towards home but is
unable to an estimate of how long it will take for it to reach its destination
because its future path or destination is not visible. The story is a moderate
success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the appearing virtual fog on the screen

blurs the content outside the pop-up borders. They are familiar with
pop-ups confirming a download each time so they skip reading even
the title of the pop-up because the feedback from their previous click
is so immediate that they do not consider another pop-up appearing
at the same time.
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∗ Second user step is done because the plane appears from the cloud
that has been up in the sky while they have browsed the website
and there is no other visible indicator that the download process has
started.

– Solution: Add graphic to display the airplane’s path with a dashed line
leading to the home. This way the user is able to estimate the download
time from the speed of the airplane.

Story 5: The user clicks on home to enter the building because they saw the downloaded
object dropped into it. The icon and name of the object was shown on the
previous pop-up so the user is familiar with it from peripheral vision. The
story is an unambiguous success of design and thus needs no separate defense.

Story 6: First, the user double-clicks the object found on the table. The user’s attention
first goes to the buttons at the bottom of the pop-up to look for "Yes" or "OK".
However, because there is not one such clear option, the user then reads the
title and through the whole text on the pop-up as its new to them. Second,
the user is not sure why the computer is limiting their actions and looks for
documentation indicating the reason for this They are also unsure if the pop-up
asking for password is a genuine one or possible phishing attack. The user
clicks on the statue with the OS owner logo and its placard at the bottom left
corner to see the rules of the city that they peeked at in the suggested solution
to story 1 of task 3. The user sees the specific rule about installing apps from
a web browser and is now confident that the pop-up was genuinely from the
OS. They close the placard thought bubble menu by clicking on the home
building. The story is an unambiguous success of design and thus needs no
separate defense.

Story 7: The user sees the character moving on the password field of the pop-up and
the user types in the password. The story is an unambiguous success of design
and thus needs no separate defense.

Story 8: The user clicks "Override [OS owner] rule and install". They observe the
minimizing animation of open apps that happens and wait until it is finished.
The story is an unambiguous success of design and thus needs no separate
defense.

Story 9: First, the user notices that the character is holding the object icon and assumes
that the character follows the mouse cursor as there is no focus area active.
They see and recognize dashed outlines as potential areas that the object can
occupy and move the mouse cursor around. The story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ Outlines as guidance when moving app icons are recognized by the

user as a potential area for an icon to move into from using Android.
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Story 10: The user clicks on an empty space filled with a dashed-outline placeholder
building under the mouse cursor. They notice that the building is starting to
get built and estimate it will take a little bit of time as the foundations get
laid down first. They observe the re-opening building views and wait for the
building to be finished. The story is an unambiguous success of design and
thus needs no separate defense.

Story 11: The user double-clicks on the app building to open the app. The story is an
unambiguous success of design and thus needs no separate defense.

5.4.2 Walkthrough of task 2: downloading and installing an app from
OS owner store

Story 1: First the user begins by looking around the screen for a familiar icon of the
current OS owner. They notice the sign for market street and look for a
recognizable icons on the row below it. Second, the user double-clicks on the
OS owner store. The story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user has learned from task 3 of

this study that all the installed apps are already in the city without
accessing separate menus and thus does not reach for the bottom left
corner of the screen this time. The user first reads through all the
signs visible on the screen because they are familiar with a streaming
service presenting curated content as similar rows of images with a
category label over the row. The sign also stands out more than
individual building labels because it has a larger font and higher
contrast. The user notices the market street sign before any other
signs because they start scanning the screen from top to bottom and
the market street is the first street at the top of the screen. Then
the user stops scanning for other row labels because they associate a
market street with stores.

∗ Second user step is done because the user knows to double-click as
that is the default behavior on Windows to open apps.

Story 2: First the user begins by checking the back wall of the opened store building
view. Then the user scans each sign above an aisle of the store to find the
category that the installable app of the task fits into. Then the user goes
through each app on the row of the correct category. Second, the user finds the
correct text on the row and clicks over the correct image of a building. The
story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user wants to make sure they

opened the right building. The user scans aisle signs first for the same
reasons as presented in Story 1 of this task.
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∗ Second user step is done because the user is familiar with opening
content with a single click on rows in streaming services and because
they learned the meaning of three dots in the WE from story 9 of
task 3.

Story 3: First the user begins by trying to find the text defining which image of building
they have opened in the thought bubble to make sure it is the correct one.
Then the user looks for the install button and notices the "Trusted by" text.
Then the user clicks on install. User notices the flying airplane and estimates
the download time from familiarity of this interaction from story 4 of task 3.
The story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user is familiar with the terminology

of installing an app and the "Trusted by" text is right above the install
button, thus getting the attention of the user before they click on
install.

5.4.3 Walkthrough of task 3: browsing available 3rd party app stores
and installing an app from one

Story 1: First the user begins by looking for the sign for market street. Second, they
look around the sign for a menu for selecting a category. Third, they click on
the sign for more information. Fourth, the user waits for the thought bubble
to open. The story is a moderate success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user associates the sign to indicate

available stores on the system based on learning that in story 1 of
task 5.

∗ Second user step is done because before clicking anything, they want
to make sure if the menu is already present on the screen.

∗ Third user step is done because they learned the meaning of three
dots in the WE from story 9 of task 3

Story 2: First the user begins by reading through the first lines of text in the opened
thought bubble of the market street sign. Second they search around for the
keyword of the right category and click on it. Then they wait for the thought
bubble closing animation to finish and the market street to get populated by
stores. The story is a moderate success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user is new to the interaction of

selecting of a store.
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∗ Second user step is done because the user got enough information
without reading all text in an order from top to bottom. The user
knows that a category text is clickable because a mouse hover highlight
shows it.

Story 3: First the user begins by checking if the street sign now has the correct category
in it. Second, they scan the market street from left to right for the name of
the correct store. Third, they click on the correct store to enter the building.
Then, the user waits for the store opening animations to finish and observes
the opening pop-up. The story is a success of design.

– Defense of credibility:
∗ First user step is done because the user has not interacted with street

signs in the WE before.
∗ Second user step is done because reading in English is from left to

right.
∗ Third user step is done because they have learned the concept of

opening an app by entering a building in story 1 of task 3.

5.5 Linux business model that fulfills four sets of demands
The viability of the business model needs to take account the needs of four different
stakeholders of a digital platform. All parties prefer to pay as little as possible to
utilize the platform.

5.5.1 Customer

The customer can be charged a one-time fee of buying a personal license for the OS
or by a subscription model where new versions of the OS are automatically provided.
A second way is through a centralized app store mechanism, where a purchase fee
for each app download is introduced through contractually demanding a cut of the
sale from the developers. In most cases the fee is passed down from developers to
the customers. It could be a flat fee or a percentage of the original price, similar to
Android and the Google Play Store. For professionals who buy expensive apps the
first option is more lucrative one while customers who use mostly free or ad-supported
apps the second would be better. However, when there are no access fees for the
developers then the potential number of apps on the platform can be greater as noted
by Economides & Katsamakas (2006b). So it’s in the interest of the customer to pay
the OS owner directly for the OS to spur a vibrant developer ecosystem.

If the business model of the platform company doesn’t depend on a cut of app
sales then there is potential to have more than one app store available to the customer.
This way the customer can decide their preferred terms on what apps are allowed to
do based on competing app stores’ policies.
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5.5.2 Device maker

The device maker can be charged a flat/percentual/per device platform installation
fee or not have to pay anything for the platform.

5.5.3 App developer

The app developer can be charged a flat/percentual access fee or not have to pay
anything for the platform. In some cases the cost can even be negative when the OS
owner subsidizes costs to entice developers to make apps for the platform.

5.5.4 OS owner

OS owner carries the burden of developing the platform which can cost billions
of euros to develop over multiple years, in the case of Debian Amor et al. (2009)
estimated 6.1 billion euros and 84,000 person-years. Usually with commercial OSs,
this cost needs to be absorbed at first by the OS owner in the development phase and
paid back by other parties after the OS is on the market. Though, the development
can be supported by donations or a crowdfunding campaing.

5.5.5 Conclusion

The most promising business opportunity for a new startup seems to be selling
a Linux distribution with LGPL-licensed components in the software stack which
allows to separate the FOSS and PSAS parts of the stack and unlocks the potential
to monetize the PSAS part.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Motivation and invention
The initial spark for conducting this research came in the summer of 2018 when
my Google Play Store developer account was terminated due to an association to a
malicious developer who I don’t know. During the year that followed, I consulted a
lawyer and formally tried to appeal Google’s decision with no results. Then I decided
to write an essay about the situation warning other mobile app developers. After a
couple months since the online publication of said essay, I suddenly got my account
back with no explanation from Google. See more details in my essay (Sipilä 2019).

The chain of these events lead me to study platform economy deeper than I
had previously in my bachelor’s thesis. Ironically, just months before my account
termination, I had studied the use of AI in platform economy and specifically
mentioned "the right to selective inclusion and exclusion" of multi-sided platform
participants (Sipilä 2018). And I can only guess that my association to another
developer was found using automated means like AI.

I could have directly tackled the issue of mobile OSs that I faced but quickly
noticed that it is practically impossible to unlock bootloaders of most smartphones
to install an alternative OS. Thus requiring a new entrant to sell its own hardware
or partner with existing manufacturers. My digital resistance to monopoly power on
smartphones seemed futile without massive monetary investments in manufacturing.

So instead of mobile OSs, I decided to research the more welcoming PC market
that is potentially undergoing the same transition to the app store model. PC software
has been more commoditized by FOSS/OSS solutions throughout the software stack
than the smartphone, thus having lower barrier to entry. And most importantly, PCs
have remained fairly open with an unlockable bootloader on majority of devices.

I started to compare technological platforms to societal constructs like cities or
countries. The issues of local and global control, governance and opposing freedoms
had already been mostly solved over thousands of years of human civilizations.
Suddenly, I came up with the idea of applying these familiar societal constructs
visually in the user interface. Of course, virtual cities or countries by themselves
are not particularly new but their use as metaphors replacing traditional desktop
interface concepts seems to be.

The main takeaway of this comparison to societal constructs: what if we could
handle virtual app stores the same way as physical stores. A physical country does
not consist of only one first-party store set up by the government, except in very
limited autocracies. During human history, people have often either staged a social
revolution or fled such oppressive countries. Why are people tolerating these kind of
similar practices in the digital realm? My guess is that because the leaders’ digital
power has remained mostly invisible to the consumers.
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6.2 World Environment and societal constructs
The WE can provide clarity of digital platform rules in a relatable way. The WE can
highlight the distinctions between open and closed platforms by showing alternative
governance methods of virtual countries.

6.2.1 Digital autocracy

As highlighted in introduction in table 1, macOS devices represent the most oppressive
regime and can be visualized as a country ruled by a king Apple with high walls and
a moat blocking the entrance and exit. The entrance to the kingdom is only through
applying the citizenship as the act of buying an Apple’s device. Dual citizenship is
still possible by dual booting another OS but that could be hindered in the future
with a forced update locking the bootloader. There is a convoluted set of directions
aimed at entrepreneurs as law of the land. In this virtual absolute monarchy, the
entrepreneurs pay a high tax for their ventures inside the official app store provided
by the virtual government that disproportionally enriches the king and thus cements
his power for the future. macOS’ king has decided to label all apps outside the
government’s app store as potentially dangerous while still allowing them to be
installed for now. However, this could be changed with a forced update in the future.
The king can deny any entrepreneur indefinitely the access to the official store: there
is no fundamental freedom to officially conduct a business. The king is increasingly
competing against private businesses in the kingdom by altering the infrastructure to
favor his ventures and leveraging his wealth to strike deals. The virtual constitution
is hidden as macOS is mostly closed-source so the reach of the rule can’t be fully
audited or the rules changed by outside parties. As such, the user doesn’t know
what the king is doing on their device at any point in time and what kind of virtual
laws are applied to them, for example monitoring of the cameras of their device or
gathering and selling their personal data to outside parties.

Windows can also be seen as a virtual absolute monarchy ruled by a king Microsoft
with a couple exceptions to the regime of macOS. The entrance to the kingdom
is open to all consumers through the act of buying a Windows license online and
downloading the OS while exit is increasingly locked. The king has started a program
to require a key out of the country’s high walls to change the default Windows OS
with a locked bootloader in the name of security with Microsoft Pluton chip. As such,
the citizens won’t be allowed to leave their often pre-determined country without high
switching costs of replacing their device. For now this requirement can be disabled by
a technically savvy person in the UEFI but the security architecture has the potential
to be immutable in the future with a forced remote update to the device maker
software. Windows’ king also labels all outsider apps as potentially dangerous in the
same way as macOS. In addition to labelling, the king has introduced Smart App
Control, discussed in introduction of this study that limits all app installs outside the
official government-provided store. The virtual constitution is also hidden from the
public by a mostly closed-source approach but certain institutions can get preferential
treatment in the form of access to the source.
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ChromeOS can also be seen as a virtual absolute monarchy ruled by a king Google
but with a democratic version of the country available with limitations.

6.2.2 Digital democracy

As opposed to all these digital monarchies is the new open Linux-based platform
presented here which is a democratic virtual land of a fully open constitution that the
users can read and amend reflecting the auditable nature of the open-source OS and
meritocratic rule of Sailfish OS. The open platform hosts vibrant self-governed cities
with competing app stores where consumers are empowered. The digital democracy
can host referendums on changing the virtual laws on the platform to get input from
the citizens of the OS.

6.2.3 Digital social revolution vs founding of a digital country

There are two options to affect the status quo: from within as a collective revolution
of ecosystem participants or from outside as building a new ecosystem and helping
people to migrate to it.

6.3 Digital platform participants and contributors

Customer

Device 
maker

App
developer

OS 
owner

Platform contributors

Figure 8: This picture is an augmented version of digital platform participants in
figure 1 with platform contributors encircled.
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In this study I have defined the term platform contributors as a subset of platform
participants. In an ideal situation, the customer can freely choose which contributors
to interact with. However, in practice, the chosen computer from a certain device
maker is usually somewhat limited to work with only a specific group of supported
OSs without low-level device configuration changes. An OS in turn usually only
works with specific supported apps.
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7 Conclusions
I have now presented a possible group of solutions collectively called the World
Environment to RQ1 which covers opening each platform role in the specific sub-
questions. The cognitive walkthrough tasks that give answers to the subquestions
were examined in sequential order which might affect the results. Thus, a moderate
success or a failure of design of a specific story might show up only in earlier tasks
and the user is assumed to have learned from their previous mistake on later tasks.

RQ1.1 concerning app developer role was addressed by constructing four new
mental models for digital platforms: building, store, city and capital. Each of
these four models serve a purpose in abstracting away technical complexities by
utilizing users’ knowledge from nearly equivalent physical concepts in a new context.
Additional visual elements to these stationary four models were introduced to provide
interaction with a character and its speech and thought bubbles. Instead of opening
app developer role by only introducing the possibility of multiple app stores by itself,
a more fundamental approach was taken to help the user experience. This included
reimagining how apps, app stores, user accounts and admin accounts are represented
and manipulated. These four models were then examined and improved by utilizing
usability heuristics and cognitive walkthrough methods. As part of these two methods,
graphical and textual UI implementations of the models were constructed. Most
notable of these implementations to addressing RQ1.1 were a set of textual dialogs
to sideload apps and a graphical market street for multiple available app stores. Ten
usability heuristics were examined and all the found problems were fixed about the
implementation of the four mental models. three cognitive walkthroughs relating to
RQ1.1, tasks 1-3, were examined.

Walkthrough of task 1, which dealt with downloading and installing an app outside
a store, was completed with 11 stories: one failure, two moderates, two successes and
six unambiguous successes. In theory, this means that the imagined user described
in the persona understands and selects the right action nearly every time along
the overall task with a little hesitation and one possible error. Walkthrough of
task 2, which included downloading and installing an app from OS owner store,
was completed with 6 stories: three successes, three unambiguous successes. In
theory, this means that the imagined user described in the persona understands and
selects the right action each time along the overall task without hesitation or error.
Walkthrough of task 3, which consisted of browsing available 3rd party app stores
and installing an app from one, was completed with 9 stories: two moderates, four
successes, three unambiguous successes. In theory, this means that the imagined user
described in the persona understands and selects the right action nearly every time
along the overall task with a little hesitation but no error. However, the designs of
the three tasks need an empirical further study to validate them in practice too. The
answer to RQ1.1 is thus that the complexity can be mitigated moderately well on
both downloading and installing an app outside a store as well as on multiple available
3rd party app stores for the constructed persona using the World Environment.

RQ1.2 concerning device maker role was addressed by constructing one new mental
model for digital platforms: world. As with the five earlier mental models, this one also
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serves a purpose in abstracting away technical complexity by utilizing users’ knowledge
from nearly equivalent physical concept in a new context. This model was then
examined and improved by utilizing usability heuristics and cognitive walkthrough
methods. As part of these two methods, graphical and textual UI implementations
of the model were constructed. Most notable of these implementations to addressing
RQ1.2 was graphical populated international territory island representing device
maker software. Ten usability heuristics were examined and all the found problems
were fixed about the implementation of the world model.

Task 4 was constructed for potential walkthrough of the world mental model
implementation but was deemed out of scope as this thesis focused heavily on solving
RQ1.1. As all found problems in the usability heuristics were fixed for the world
model implementation, it is highly likely that the implementation can be a potential
solution to RQ1.2 and warrants further theoretical and practical studies.

RQ1.3 concerning OS owner role was addressed by constructing one new mental
model for digital platforms: country. As with the four earlier mental models, this
one also serves a purpose in abstracting away technical complexity by utilizing
users’ knowledge from nearly equivalent physical concept in a new context. This
model was then examined and improved by utilizing usability heuristics and cognitive
walkthrough methods. As part of these two methods, graphical and textual UI
implementations of the model were constructed. Most notable of these implementa-
tions to addressing RQ1.3 were empty graphical islands representing free sections of
storage for new OS installation and populated graphical countries as containers for
the other four mental models. Ten usability heuristics were examined and all the
found problems were fixed about the implementation of the country mental model.

Task 5 was constructed for potential walkthrough of the country mental model
implementation but was deemed out of scope as this thesis focused heavily on solving
RQ1.1. As all found problems in the usability heuristics were fixed for the country
model implementation, it is highly likely that the implementation can be a potential
solution to RQ1.3 and warrants further theoretical and practical studies.

Regarding RQ2, I went through a couple business models for such a platform and
settled on personal license fee or a subscription to the OS combined with PSAS built
on SailfishOS.

Future research could try to find a solution on preserving customer privacy and
security while the digital platform roles are opened to potential bad actors.
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